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Title: Board of Administrators, Philippine Veterans Administration vs. Hon. Jose G. Bautista
and Calixto V. Gasilao

Facts:
In this case, Calixto V. Gasilao, a World War II veteran, filed a claim for disability pension
under Section 9, Republic Act No. 65, on October 19, 1955, which was initially disapproved.
Subsequent amendments to the Act promised increased benefits, and despite the previous
disapproval, Gasilao’s claim was reconsidered and approved on August 8, 1968. This award
included pensions for his wife and minor children, adjustments following new legal statutes,
and initial partial payments due to budgetary constraints. Gasilao sought for the pension to
be backdated to the original claim date in 1955, a request unacted upon by the Philippine
Veterans Administration (now Board of Administrators). Following unsuccessful attempts to
resolve the issue, Gasilao filed a mandamus case in the Court of First Instance (CFI) of
Manila, Branch III, which ruled in his favor, mandating retroactive payment adjustments
from 1955. The Board of Administrators, challenging this decision, brought the case to the
Philippine Supreme Court under review on certiorari.

Issues:
1. The appropriate commencement date for Gasilao’s pension benefits.
2. Whether claims had prescribed under the ten-year prescription period.
3. The legality of ordering payment of claims under a law for which no appropriated funds
had been released.

Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme Court  modified  the  decision  of  the  CFI,  affirming  the  CFI’s  retroactive
adjustment of Gasilao’s pension benefits starting from December 18, 1955, but declared the
differentials in pension from June 22, 1969, to January 14, 1972, subject to the availability of
government funds. The court agreed that pension awards should be retroactive, addressing
each issue by emphasizing a liberal interpretation of veterans’ benefits laws in favor of
claimants and highlighting that filing an application effectively interrupts the prescription
period. As for funding issues, it acknowledged the entitlement under RA 5753 but refrained
from ordering payment due to unavailability of appropriated funds.

Doctrine:
This case reaffirms the doctrine of liberal interpretation of veteran benefits laws in favor of
the beneficiaries. It also sets precedent on the importance of the filing date of a claim
application concerning the interruption of the prescription period for claims created by law.
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Additionally, it illustrates the limitation of judicial power in ordering the payment of claims
subject to the availability of appropriated government funds.

Class Notes:
–  Liberal  Interpretation  of  Veterans’  Benefits  Laws:  Veterans’  benefits  laws are  to  be
liberally construed in favor of the veterans.
– Prescription Period in Claims Created by Law: The filing of an application for benefits
interrupts the prescription period for such claims.
– Government Funding for Statutory Entitlements: The fulfillment of statutory entitlements,
such  as  veteran  pension  adjustments,  is  subject  to  the  availability  of  appropriated
government funds.

Historical Background:
The enactment and subsequent amendments to Republic Act No. 65, culminating in R.A.
5753, reflect the Philippine government’s evolving approach to veteran welfare post-World
War II. This case illustrates the administrative and legal challenges in implementing these
benefits,  particularly  with  respect  to  retroactivity  of  benefits  and  funding  constraints,
shaping jurisprudence on government obligations to war veterans.


